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SOLUTIONS

Organisational 
measures
Overview

While exact definitions of organisational measures to foster cycling and the safety of cyclists can vary depending on 
the source, it can be summarised that organisational measures are those for which no significant investment in in-
frastructure projects is required for their implementation. [1] defines following examples for legal and organisational 
measures:

» Time windows for trucks and delivery vans in city centre areas
» Possibility to take bicycles on trains, trams or buses
» Lowered speed limits throughout the city (e.g., Graz), 30 km/h zones
» Parking regulations for different areas (residential, commercial, city centre, etc.) 
» Enforcement of parking regulations
» Mobility management plans

Organisational measures such as these can be applied to improve cycling conditions, and consequently, safety. In 
the following chapters, some examples of organisational measures that can contribute to solving issues related to cy-
cling are provided: 30 km/h zones in combination with changes in the street environment and other traffic calming 
measures, public transport access and vehicle parking measures.

Best practice bicycle safety  – improvement fact sheet
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When several road user types use the same traffic space, 
more work is necessary to ensure that the safety level 
is adequate. One popular measure is introducing zones 
with speed limits which are set at 30 km/h or lower (20 
km/h or walking pace). The major benefits of 30 km/h 
zones are more pleasant street environment and posi-
tive social perception [1].

A well-designed 30 km/h zone generally has a positive 
road safety effect [2]. At the speed of 30 km/h the risk 
of a fatal crash is extremely low. Introducing 30 km/h 
zones and 30 km/h roads should accompanied by pro-
viding the zones with suitable layouts, which will make 
30 km/h limit more credible and, where still necessary, 
traffic enforcement can be utilised. [3].

Implementation benefits

Positive effect on road safety

Better street environment

Positive social perception 

Characteristics

Measure Costs Treatment life Effectiveness

30 km/h zone [2, 4]  –       

30 km/h-Zones

RISKS

Related fact sheets

» Network issues
» Speed differences in mixed spaces with pedestrians, E-Scooters etc.
» Speed differences in mixed spaces with motorised traffic
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Bicyclists can expand the length of their journeys by 
merging cycling with train or bus service. The cat-
chment area of a bus stop or train station is expanded 
to around 4 to 5 kilometres for cyclists. Bike carrier 
racks installed on buses are the most common way for 
public transport services to carry bicycles. Depending 
on the design, train wagons can hold dozens of bikes, 
which is especially important along heavily populated 
commute corridors [2].

Successful integration of public transport and cycling 
networks carries significant benefits for both cycling 
and public transport. Public transport and cycling are 
generally complementary modes. They can easily be 
combined as links in a door-to-door trip chain. In the 
Netherlands, about 40% of train passengers arrive by bi-
cycle, and 10% of train passengers continue their trip by 
bicycle. In addition, 14 % of bus passengers use the bicy-
cle as access mode [1].

Public Transport Access

Implementation benefits

Promotes bicycling by greatly expanding the range of accessible destination 

Characteristics

Measure Costs Treatment life Effectiveness

Public transport access  –       

Implementation issues

Bicycling portion of the trip becomes less feasible if there is no place  
to safely park the bicycle before transit/if there is no space in transit

Bicycle access is often prohibited during peak travel times 
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Train in Croatia - folding seat area near entrance/exit door  

serves as a place for placing bicycles [3]

Ship transits for islands in Croatia  

often support bicycle transfers [4]

Examples

RISKS

Related fact sheet

» Network issues
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Safer bicycling conditions can be facilitated by certain 
policy, design, and configuration practices for on-street 
parking for motor vehicles. Reducing parking spaces 
for vehicles is one of several viable options for reducing 
conflicts between bicyclists and vehicles driving into 
and out of parking, or with vehicle occupants entering 
or exiting parked cars. Completely eliminating or limit-
ing a parking lane on one or both sides of the road is 
also an option for obtaining functional room for cycling 
infrastructure, for example, to build a cycling lane [1]. In 
addition, eliminating or reducing parking will improve 
sight distance along a corridor and may be particularly 
useful for segments with numerous busy driveways or 
conflict areas [2].

Analysis performed in [3] displayed that there was an as-
sociation between the presence of on-street parking 
and the risk of injury. However, the results of the adjus-
ted odds ratio analysis were significant only in the case of 
major street routes without parked cars and bike infras-
tructure. It was concluded that riding on a major street 
route without parked cars and bicycle infrastructure is 
associated with a statistically significant 37% decrease 
in the risk of experiencing an injury when compared to 
the same type of road, but with on-street parking.

Vehicle parking measures

Implementation benefits

Reduces conflicts between bicyclists and parking-related incidents (pulling into 
and out of parking spaces, dooring)

Provides more space or facilities for bicyclists

Improves sight distance along a roadway 

Characteristics

Measure Costs Treatment life Effectiveness

Reducing vehicle parking       

Implementation issues

Removing parking might result in an increase in vehicle travel speeds
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Related fact sheet

» Narrow Infrastructure

Example of a cross section where parking is removed from one side 

in order to add bike lanes [4].

Example of back-in angle parking with shared-

lane markings – USA [2].

Examples 


